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How to speed up business processes, improve quality, and cut costs in any industryIn factories
around the world, Toyota consistently makes the highest-quality cars with the fewest defects of
any competing manufacturer, while using fewer man-hours, less on-hand inventory, and half the
floor space of its competitors. The Toyota Way is the first book for a general audience that
explains the management principles and business philosophy behind Toyota's worldwide
reputation for quality and reliability.Complete with profiles of organizations that have successfully
adopted Toyota's principles, this book shows managers in every industry how to improve
business processes by:Eliminating wasted time and resourcesBuilding quality into workplace
systemsFinding low-cost but reliable alternatives to expensive new technologyProducing in
small quantitiesTurning every employee into a qualitycontrol inspector

From the PublisherDr. Jeffrey K. Liker is a professor of industrial and operations engineering at
the University of Michigan and cofounder and director of the Japan Technology Management
Program at the University of Michigan.From the Back Cover"This book will give you an
understanding of what has made Toyota successful and some practical ideas that you can use
to develop your own approach to business."--Gary Convis, former Managing Officer of
ToyotaFewer man-hours. Less inventory. The highest quality cars with the fewest defects of any
competing manufacturer. In factories around the globe, Toyota consistently raises the bar for
manufacturing, product development, and process excellence. The result is an amazing
business success story: steadily taking market share from price-cutting competitors, earning far
more profit than any other automaker, and winning the praise of business leaders worldwide.The
Toyota Way reveals the management principles behind Toyota's worldwide reputation for quality
and reliability. Dr. Jeffrey Liker, a renowned authority on Toyota's Lean methods, explains how
you can adopt these principles--known as the "Toyota Production System" or "Lean Production"--
to improve the speed of your business processes, improve product and service quality, and cut
costs, no matter what your industry.Drawing on his extensive research on Toyota, Dr. Liker
shares his insights into the foundational principles at work in the Toyota culture. He explains how
the Toyota Production System evolved as a new paradigm of manufacturing excellence,
transforming businesses across industries. You'll learn how Toyota fosters employee involvement
at all levels, discover the difference between traditional process improvement and Toyota's Lean
improvement, and learn why companies often think they are Lean--but aren't.The fourteen
management principles of the Toyota Way create the ideal environment for implementing Lean
techniques and tools. Dr. Liker explains each key principle with detailed, examples from Toyota
and other Lean companies on how to:Foster an atmosphere of continuous improvement and
learningCreate continuous process "flow" to unearth problemsSatisfy customers (and eliminate



waste at the same time)Grow your leaders rather than purchase themGet quality right the first
timeGrow together with your suppliers and partners for mutual benefitDr. Liker shows the Toyota
Way in action, then outlines how to apply the Toyota Way in your organization, with examples of
how other companies have rebuilt their culture to create a Lean, learning enterprise. The Toyota
Way is an inspiring guide to taking the steps necessary to emulate Toyota's remarkable
success.What can your business learn from Toyota? How to double or triple the speed of any
business processHow to build quality into workplace systemsHow to eliminate the huge costs of
hidden wasteHow to turn every employee into a quality control inspectorHow to dramatically
improve your products and services!With a market capitalization greater than the value of
General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler combined, Toyota is also, (by far), the world's most
profitable automaker. Toyota's secret weapon is Lean production--the revolutionary approach to
business processes that it invented in the 1950's and has spent decades perfecting. Today
businesses around the world are implementing Toyota's radical system for speeding up
processes, reducing waste, and improving quality.The Toyota Way, explain's Toyota's unique
approach to Lean--the 14 management principles and philosophy that drive Toyota's quality and
efficiency-obsessed culture. You'll gain valuable insights that can be applied to any organization
and any business process, whether in services or manufacturing. Professor Jeffrey Liker has
been studying Toyota for twenty years, and was given unprecedented access to Toyota
executives, employees and factories, both in Japan and the United States, for this landmark
work. The book is full of examples of the 14 fundamental principles at work in the Toyota culture,
and how these principles create a culture of continuous learning and improvement. You'll
discover how the right combination of long-term philosophy, process, people, and problem
solving can transform your organization into a Lean, learning enterprise--the Toyota Way.About
the AuthorDr. Jeffrey K. Liker is Professor emeritus of industrial and operations engineering at
the University of Michigan and cofounder and President of Liker Lean Advisors, LLC.Read more
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JOHN LEONE, “Outstanding. Great”

Michel Baudin, “Good insights on the thinking of Toyota management. This book puts Toyota
back where it belongs: front and center in the world of the lean enterprise. The idea that Toyota
just originated lean and that others have since taken it further is a fallacy that has lately been
creeping into publications and conference presentations. The reality is that Toyota is still far
ahead and that the vast majority of companies that claim to be lean are only "kinda, sorta" lean,
with managements that simply have not understood the approach.The book has a visible
structure that the reader can use to zoom in on topics of interest. Fourteen principles are stated
upfront, and then a chapter is devoted to each of these principles. The writing is clear, and many
outside sources are acknowledged with a thoroughness that is uncommon in business books. In
particular, 28 Toyota executives are acknowledged or quoted, which gives the book the flavor of
an authorized rendition of the company's philosophy.The book's greatest strength, the closeness
of the author to the company's management, is also its main limitation. As an academic, the
author could have assumed a less worshipful stance. For example, rather than taking
management statements about wanting to do right for society as a whole at face value, he might
have pointed out that they sound like obligatory recitations of Confucian values, and that it is
arguable that flooding the world with cars is in the best interest of the human race. Also, without
attacking the company, he could have made its portrayal more nuanced and vivid by including
more points of view, such as those of line workers and former employees who may have a
different perspective than current top managers.The executives quoted in the book clearly feel
that the philosophy is more important than the technical tools of the production system. This
insight, however, has come to them as a result of using the tools intensively for many years, and
the reader should not be misled into thinking that it is possible to bypass the tools and go
straight to the philosophy.I also have a few minor quibbles with the way the book is produced.
The fourteen chapters covering the fourteen principles have numbers that don't match those of
the principles, so that, for example, Principle 6 is covered in Chapter 12. This is confusing when
looking up cross references. The subject of this book also calls for abundant illustrations, but
there is only one for every seven pages, and no photographs. Finally, I think that the use of long
words where short ones would do should be identified as the 9th category of waste. We don't
need to hear about a "paradigm," As Tom Wolfe's hero in "A man in full" points out, the only thing
it ever does is shift. Saying "non-value-added waste" where "waste" would suffice also strangely
suggests that there might be an opposite called "value-added waste."All this being said, this
book is a good read based on intimate knowledge. I recommend it to anyone involved with lean,
and particularly to managers and engineers in the auto parts industry who want to sell their
products to Toyota.”



Tom K., “Comprehensive and Insightful Guide to Toyota and Lean. In spite of the recent
embarrassing product recalls, Toyota remains a highly respected global leader. Jeffrey Liker's
2004 book on "The Toyota Way" summarizes 20 years of insightful study. He argues that the 4-P
model of Process, Philosophy, People/Partners and Problem Solving describes the four
interdependent components required for long-term success.Scattered throughout the text are
descriptions of how and why other firms have failed to succeed in adopting lean manufacturing
or "The Toyota Way". They include: lack of senior management involvement or commitment,
focus on tools/techniques without an emphasis on culture, overemphasis on cost reduction, lack
of discipline to sustain flow improvements, emphasis on format/rules in ISO 9000, inappropriate
outsourcing, supplier abuse, and an overly narrow focus in six sigma on statistical techniques
applied by experts. The book's insights and stories are valuable, but not totally persuasive.The
text provides good historical and contemporary background on Toyota's quality system and
progress. It also describes and illustrates more than 30 of the quality tools and techniques in a
non-technical manner. The book is well-written and well-organized, covering a massive amount
of material effectively.In addition to the many "best practices" quality techniques adopted by
most Japanese and leading western firms today, Toyota emphasizes a few other management
techniques which combine to make its approach unique. Within the context of "14 management
principles", the author explains the value of cultural support for tools, the role of standardization
as the basis for cumulative learning, the centrality of engineering and production, the use of
appropriate technology, the benefits of experiential learning, the rationale for unit of one
production, the role of inventory and goals in creating challenges to solve, the short-term
blending of push and pull techniques, the extent of fail-safe practices, the nature of an enabling
bureaucracy and the need to maintain key internal capabilities. The author does not always
explain "why" these choices are necessary or exactly how they add value.The author closes with
an insightful list of "13 Tips for Transitioning Your Company to a Lean Enterprise". Dr. Liker is an
unapologetic true believer in "The Toyota Way". His advice to those who do not share his
commitment is the weakest part of a very highly valuable reference work on Toyota and Lean
Production. "[Non-committed] top leaders should pick and choose from whatever tools are out
there to improve processes for the short term, make a bundle of money, and go do something
else. This is tantamount to admitting the company will never be a learning enterprise, or a great
company, and it is only interested in cutting and slashing waste to look good for the short term."”

Ebook Library Reader, “Absolutely Brilliant!. Absolutely brilliant! Just shows how bankrupt our
view of management in most western industries really is! The best management book out there!
These principles can be applied to anything that needs managing from your own home life to the
NHS!!!When British industry and institutions like the NHS are crying out for resources and
efficiency savings it is astounding that they don’t take a leaf out of this book!Given the vast
savings Toyota made by analysing and eliminating waste and reviewing every process in detail,
any inefficient organisation cannot fail to benefit from copying them and reaping the rewards!



This is a sobering read for anyone in management. Don’t be fooled by the usual lame
management failure excuses, ‘lessons will be learnt’ etc. Why not avoid them? Toyota are No. 1
for a very good reason, they don’t accept the status quo - ‘There’s Always a Better Way!’ And
they find it first. Unlike many British institutions, they lionise the whistleblower and sort out the
problem before it costs in money, reputation, inefficiencies or harm to the customer. It’s all about
doing the right thing! Without doubt an inspiring and incentivising tome. A ‘MUST READ’ FOR
EVERYONE IN MANAGEMENT!Equally enlightening is the ‘companion’ book ‘Toyota Culture:
The Toyota Culture: The Heart and Soul of the Toyota Way’ by the same author(s).”

Rob, “The basis of modern manufacturing, anyone interested in production read this!. About to
embark on a lean, six sigma or any continuous improvement course or indeed just for someone
wanting to improve how they work then pick this up first.Yes it is someone dated in regards its
publication date however as a back story to how Toyota was born, how it managed to evolve
from a small family business into the leading light of efficient, goal orientated manufacturing en
mass then its a really useful book.For a hardcover copy it's an excellent value book.There are a
number of tips and ideas within it to probably improve most workplaces without the need to pay
for a lean course though it is of course no subsistute for a course.I have marked as four stars
simply because some of the information is repeated, however It gave me a new insight into such
things as corporate responsibility to the community that all employers now seem to shout about
in mission statements that dominate their web pages, employees come first and all employees
should be allowed and encouraged to contribute to continuous improvement is actually the
foundation that serves lean manufacturing.Very good read, insight into Toyota and having a hard
copy enables you to read digest and pass to a colleague or friend.”

Hugo, “Good introduction to LEAN. In preparation for an internal LEAN training in one of my
companies business groups, I read (or actually listened) this book to be a bit prepared.The book
gives a good insight in the Toyota Production System and fully describes and explains the 14
principles. Although the Japanese words are flying around, it is easy to read and understand.
This is the kind of book you want to read more than once, because there is so much in the 14
principles that we can use in our day to day life.So if you think LEAN is only for production. Pick
up this book and find out that it can be applied in many areas of our business and in our lives.”

Harald, “Lean is not just lean. I would recommend this book to people, who are interested in lean
manufacturing and or Toyota itself. You do not need any previous / engineering knowledge and
you can apply your learnings in various ways and fields.I gave it four stars because the book is
occasionally lengthy even if it isn’t strictly necessary - the anecdotes might be enjoyed by others
do.”

P. Mcgroary, “Toyota way beyond the rather turgid book! This will transform the way you do



business.. The Toyota Way is a great book but boy is it hard work. It suffers badly from the US
preoccupation with selling books by weight.The audio book gives the whole story flow. If you
want to buy the book I would recommend that you also buy the audio to keep your strength
up.Put together they will become fundamental to your efforts to drive cost reduction and remove
waste from your business. You really can quickly address "Dead wood issues" effectively,
without conflict and in an impartial way. This package will pay for itself in hours if you have a
mind to make it do so just make sure you are prepared to be bold. The big issue is you have to
read the book not just buy it!Not sure the "Cuddly" Toyota pitch is that accurate but its lovelly PR
for them.
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